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RISE WARRIOR RISE
'Rise Warrior Rise' is for every man and woman who wants it all without losing his or her mind.

Supported by over 120 scientifically validated studies, 'Rise Warrior Rise' empowers you with

wisdom, frameworks and rituals to master your mind and build a happy, high performing life.

 

'Rise Warrior Rise' is a proactive holistic program that is being used by leading corporations and

universities to enhance the future of leadership through developing deep self leadership -

mental strength, ethics, self worth (compassion and confidence) and sustained performance.

This course awakens the the best you - pure and strong.

 

Rise Warrior Rise is a highly experiential program, taking a ‘One Size Fits One’ approach, that

combines ancient Vedic principles with modern scientifically validated techniques on self

leadership, mind mastery and high performance. You will access propriety diagnostic tools and

and ethical frameworks that will have you stand as a pillar for your community to lean on.

 

COURSE OUTCOMES:

 

1. Gain rituals to boost your self worth (self esteem and compassion) and self confidence

2. Diagnose and implement 26 virtues to rise and thrive; eliminate the 6 that drag you down

3. Transform your monologue to build a positive psyche and realise your unlimited potential

4. Gain hacks for sustained happiness

5. Discover the power of sacrifice - build will power, discipline and focus

6. Become self awareness - understand your 3 modes of nature

7. Learn the secrets to attracting the right people

8. Awaken  your ultimate state of consciousness - find the best you

9. Gain the tools to operate in a 'state of flow' - go beyond surviving and risking burnout

10. Sharpen your purpose and gain meaning from your work

11. Practices to manage all 4 states of personal energy - physical, mental, emotional and spiritual

12. Master breath regulation to overcome anxiety and manage stress (gain the art of bliss)

13. Learn the true art of meditation to promote neurogenesis that will literally grow your brain.

 

Rise Warrior Rise proactively enhance happiness, wellbeing and performance; According to

Harvard (2011) happier people are 3X more creative, 6X more engaged, deliver 37% more

(sales/revenue) and live 10 years longer.

 

For booking contact us at info@populis.com.au or call us on +61404049613
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RISE WARRIOR RISE
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Future leaders

High achievers who want more energy, less anxiety and to live with purpose and meaning

Leaders looking to gain an ethical framework and build a circle of trust

Parents looking to raise happy, strong, virtueous children

Anyone wanting to boost and sustain self confidence, awaken self love and overcome self doubt

Those longing for strong and loving relationships - attract and keep great company

Everyone who wants to thrive, manage stress and safeguard their minds from depressive disorders

Students to find purpose, self discipline, energy and happiness needed to build successful lives

All people leaders

I chose Rise Warrior Rise (RWR) over all else because it differentiates itself by allowing

self awakening. I wanted our students to get a different vision of what leadership and

themselves can be. What I wanted the students to understand is what is in themselves

and many times we don't do that ourselves until we are much older, and I have

students as young as 19, who now (with RWR) understand what 'themselves' is about. 

 

When developing this degree in leadership, I took into account the things that we were

not seeing in our leaders today around soft skills and the ability to reflect. RWR enables

deep reflection and development of the soft skills required for great leadership. RWR

allows development at ones own pace and allows them to reflect on where they are

now and where they will be in the future. I wish I had RWR when I was younger, but I

didn't and I was brought up on the old text book on leadership theories and you

certainly never looked at yourself, it was never in the realm of leadership. Since RWR I

am much more aware of what my inadequacies have been and am self awakening. I

look forward to what I may be in next few years.



 RITUALS AND
FRAMEWORKS FOR  

A LIFE MEANING
AND ABUNDANCE

AUTHOR OF RISE WARRIOR RISE - THE GO-TO BOOK ON  SELF MASTERY
FOUNDER OF POPULIS AND THE HAPPINESS PLATFORM
GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION LEADER

DEVELOPED AND DELIVERED BY ROH SINGH
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RISE WARRIOR RISE - AWAKEN YOUR SOUL

BOOK A COURSE AT INFO@POPULIS.COM.AU
VISIT WWW.POPULIS.COM.AU

The ability not to be shaken when all else stirs around you is power of Self. This is
equanimity. The gift to oneself to seek harmony is the essential ingredient in
owning your mind so you can live as your best self. Rise Warrior Rise gives you
diagnostic tools, frameworks and rituals to be fearless, lead a meaningful life  and
prosper. Choose to be purposeful, choose to be happy and choose to be opulent.

Populis' Rise Warrior Rise series is a holistic wellbeing and high performance
program that enhances you physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. 


